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ABSTRACT
A quantitative model is presented which describes the ocean surface
as an ensemble of flat facets with a normal distribution of slopes. The vari-
ance of the slope distribution is linearly related to frequency up to 35GHz and
constant at higher frequencies. These facets are partially covered with an
absorbing nonpolarized foam layer. Experimental evidence is presented for
this model,
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A MODEL FOR I III MICROWAVE EMI^tiIVITY OF
HIE'. OCEAN'S SURFACE: AS A FUNCTION OF WEND SPEED
INTRODUCTION
The Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMNIR) is a five frequency (6.6, 10.7, 18,
21, and 37GHz) dual polarized microwave radiometer which was carried aboard the Nimbus-7 and
Seasat satellites both of which were laun:hed in 1078. 'I'he instrument has an 80cm parabolic dish
.intenna which scans its main beans 50 0 in azimuth along a conical surface with a 42° cone angle
and a vertical axis. This provides a constant incidence angle of approximately 50° at the Farth's
unrface for the orbital altitudes of the two spacecraft (ca 600km Seasat, 800km ti1mt1uS). The
spatial resolution is proportion.il  to wavelength and varies from approximately 150'm at O.o(;Ilz
to _5 km at 37GHz. The instrument has been described in detail by Gloersen avd Iiarath. I 'The
purpose of this instrument is to measure sea surface temperature and wind spend at tLe sea surface
globally even in the presence of clouds and light rain.
The SMNIR, being a radiometer, measures the upwelling thermal microwave radiation, the in-
tensity of which is characterized by a brightness temperature. 'The physical significance of a bright-
ness temperature is illustrated in Figure I. If microwave radiation with ail 	 cftaracteri-ed
-1i
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Figure I. The Fffect of an Absorbing layer on a Microwave Radiance Expressed as a
Brightness Temperature Where Tt{ Is thy Brightness Temperature, 7, h, and t o the Nb-
sorption Coefficient, Thickness and Thermodynamic Temperature of the Layer
I
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by TH is incident on an absorbing (but not scattering or reflecting) layer with an absolute thermo-
dynamic teml crature t o , an absorption coetTicient 7 and a thickness b, the intensity coming out
(lie other side is given by:
T^ = TH a- 16 + t 0 (1 - e -76 )	 ( I )
That is, Ty is given by a term representing the attenuation of the incident radiation and a
co,:tplementary radiation term proportional to the absolute temperature of the absorber (Rayleigh-
Jeans appn ►mimation). Note that if 'r. = to the intensity of the radiation is unchanged, the radia-
tion is in equmbrium with the absorber. The layer in question could be a section ul' waveguide,
an antenna, a radome, or a substantially uniform portion of the atmosphere. For computation
purposes, the atmosphere is typically treated as many such layers.
A similar relationship holds for reflection at a surface as is illustrated in Figure 2. It' the
downwelling radiation is given by Ty then the radiation upwelling off the surface Tt is given by
Tt= RI1 +I : ts 	 (2)
?	 where R is the power reflectivity of the surface, E. is the emissivity of the surface : ► nd is is the
T. = RTl + Etsurt	 Tl
i
tsu r f	 R, E
R + E = 1
Figure ?. I he L fect of Reflection of a 'Microwave R adiallcC I.\pressed as a Brightness Tem-
perature Off a Surface Such as the Ocean Where T^ Is the Downwelling Brightness Tempera-
ture, T t the Up%Ncllin g, Brightness Tcmper:,ture any l:, R and tsurf the Hmissivity.
Reflectivity and Thermodynamic Temperature of the Surface Respectively
2
ab.olutr Ihennodynamic temperature of the surface. Consideration of thermodynamic equilibrium
requires that
R + E = I
	
(3)
I'he absorption properties of file atmosphere have been discuss e d by Chang and Wilhcit.- The
dommant features ill 	 frequency range of uuterrst here are it weak water vapor reson.ince cen-
tered at _".235GHjP
 and absorption due to non-raining: clouds which is approximately proportional
to the square of the frrqueney. file entire problem of radiative transfer in the presence of rain is
much more complicated as scattering as well as absorption must he eonsidered. 3 The reflection
and euussion properties of the ocean surface are life subject of this pallor. Figure 3 is a schematic
superposition of the spectra of all the parameters of interest here. The ordinate is the partial
31' sderivative of the upwelhng brightness, temperature with respect to file parameter of interest,
	 ,
al'i
:\prc,scd ill
	 units. The polarity has kern chosen to make the effect positive where it is
important. The frequencies of the SNINIR are marked with the arrows. One can see that these
are e+cll chosen frequencies for sorting out these effects. There is also some information content
nt the polarization of the brightness temperatures but that is not so easily displayed, it is however
implicitly exploited in schemes to retrieve the various parameters from the brightness temperature
nteasurentents.2 ^ 4 ^ 5 (' Simulations h,^sed on these retrieval schemes and measured performance of
the SNINIR instrunx• nt 4 5 t' i,ultcatc that a me;uunctncnt accuracy of 1.5°C is attainable for the
sea surface temperature. The lowest frequency, b.b(IHi. is used ill 	 retrieval thus the Spatial
resolution is limited to roughly 150km. Similarly, the surface %+ nd speed oan be extracted from
the measurements to roughly I m/s accuracy. File lowest frequency used for surface wind speed
is 10.7(;Ilz, so approximately 00knt spatial resolution is attained. Atmospheric water can he re-
trieved with a spatial resolution of 60km and ail
	 of 0.I Stan/cnf-' and -Jut/cm' for file
vapor and liquid phases respectively.
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Figure 3. Schematic Superposition OI the Spectra of' Various Geophysical Parameters, I;.
The arrows indicate the SMMR frequencies. The signs have been chosen to be positi,e
in the frequency range of' primary importance to the given parameter.
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In the various discussions2•4,5•6 of the rcIrievaI schemes, it is obvious that the only significant
uncertainty in the required modelling i , the elfect of the wind on the microwave emissivity of the
oceans surface. The purpose of this paper is to document the model used in the version of the re-
trieval alg:orithm O used at Launch of th y t%so space• ;,,raft, to justify tills model as well as possible and
to examme its limitations.
I III •: NIOD L
It is a straightforward problem to calculate the emissivity of a smooth water surface. The di-
electric properties of sea water and saline solutions have bccn discussed by many authors.7.8•9
We %%ill use values derived from the Lane and Saxton` measurements and expressed in an analytic
forth by Chang and Wilheit.- The formalism for calculating the emissivity for a given view angle
and polarization is the so called I'resnel relations. I() The resulting emissi%it^ aF a funk'ion of view
angle is shown in Figure q for a frequency of 10.7G1Iz and a tcinperattire of -'8-5°K. This smooth
surface ► model was also UsCd fur calculating the surface temperature and saliml\ sensitivity curves
shown in Figure 3. They were calculated for a view angle of 500 and vertical polarization, the
results are similar for other angles and for horizontal pularizatiort.
However, the ocean's surface is not a smooth surface; the wind roug Bens file surface, and. if
it is blowing; hard enough. partiall y covers the surface with foam. It is necessary at this point to
define more precisely what is meant b\ surface wind spccd. The wind varies with height near the
surface and the details of this variation depend on the temperature difference between the air and
file sea. 1 1 When the air is warmer thin the o'.can (stable) there is inure wind shea r than fur the
opposite ( unstable ) case for a given win g speed at sonic refe ► ence level. I he wind for our put pose
is measured near the surface ($ 200m) along with the air and sea temperalures. These data are
then used to calculate the so-called trictiun velocity U* at the sea surface by means of the
Cardonel 1 model. This is then tran%fMmcd to 20m height assuming that the sea and air tcnr
peraturc are equal (neutral stability). I his last step is simply a one-fur-one transformation to
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express the friction velocity in more familiar term.. Wherever po N, ib!c in this parer the winds
have been converted to this 20 meter neutral stability wind.
Cox and Munk 12 have yuantitatively described the distribution of surface slopes as a function
of wind speed. They found that the surface slopes were normally distributed with a variance,
given by
ocm = 0.003 + 0048W	 (4)
where W is the wind speed in meters/seconds at 20m height. The factor multiplying W in the
above equation is slightly different 1'rom that m the Cox and Munk I -' paper because the winds
were measured at 12.5 M in their work. These measurements were made at visible wavelengths.
Much of the roughness they observed is at scales very small compared to microwave wav^lcngths.
The mode! presented here requires only a ir. ction of the Cox and 'Munk roughness at the longer
microwave wavelengths. Specifically, the slope variance observed at a given microwave ficquency
is:
02(1') = 10.3 + 0.02f(GHz)u1m f < 35GH7
(5)
0 2 (f) = ac n,	 f 3 359112
lo :alctilate a rough surface emissivity from this slope dist r ibution, one simply averages the
Fresnel relations lo over the distribution of surface slopes. In .doing so, one implicitly ignores
surface curvature and all sthucture comparable to a wavelength and thereby reduces the problem
to geometric optics. The comparison with obser•ations which follow will demonstrate that this
is a surprisingly good approximation.
Wind also creates foam on the ocean's surface. Nordberg, et al., 13
 found a linear increase in
brightness temperature with wind speed whenever the wind speed exceeded 7m/s. They were
viewing directly at tlir nadir which essentially chminates the roughness effect leaving foam as the
most reasonable explanation. In our model, we will treat foam as partially obscuring the surface
7
in a manner independent of polarization. A non-reelecting material partially covering the surface
would have this property as would an absorbing but partially transparent medium with the same
temperature as tln water. Fither description alone would be inadequate, but a combination of
the two descriptions would be Closer to reality. The degree to which foam obscures the surface
is frequency delendent and proportional to the amount by which the wind ,teed exceeds 7m/s.
A reasonable approximation to the available observations of the traction, K. by which the surface
reflectivity is reduced by foam is:
K 2! a(I - e-fif0)(w- 7m/s) w a 7mfs
(6)
K=0	 wc7m/s
where f is the frequency
and a = 0.006s/m
f,,=7.5GHz
Emissivities calculated aCCOrding to this ma(el for 7 and 14 ►n/s are shown in Figure 4 for
comparison with the emissivity of a smooth surface.
SUPPORTING OPSFRVATIONS
Because tltc assumed foam model has no polarization character, u, , al polarized observations
of the surface provide a test of the rough surface portion of the model. If one makt-. the approxi-
mation that the atmosphere and the surface have the same ther ►nodytiamic temperature T,. then
it is straightforward to show that for any given view angle
F	
(0) = T tt (0) - Tt _ R H (0)	 (7)
t t TV (0) - Ti	RV w)
Here T tt (0) is the horizontal brightness temperature at an an le and R 1 , (0) is the horizontally
polarized reflectivity. T V (0) and Rv(0) refer similarly to vertical polarization. Note that because
Fr t (0) is the ratio of two reflectivities, it is independent of foam cover and thus provides a mea4
uremcnt of surface roughening. The data from the Electrical1v Scanned Microwave Radiometer
x
I
(EShiR ► on Nimbus-6 (376Hr. 50 0 view angle) have been so analyzed and vom pared with wind
speeds derived from the operational data huoys. 14
 A summary of this comparison is given in
figure 5. The plotted data are for the most part, averages of many observations; a total of 264
observations are represented. In analyzing the data, it was found that a value of ?85°K for Tt
worked best but that the improvement over any value in the range ?80°K was only marginal.
U.+ing the model described in the previous section the expected value of F2d5 has been calculated:
the agreement with the observations is striking. A geornetric optics model using the Cox and
Munk sea surface slope distribution works extremely well at a wavelength of 0.8011 and a view
angle of 50°. Hollinger 15 has made observations from a fixed platform at frequencies of 1.4, 8.36,
and 19.34611r.. He has filtered the data to remove most of the foam effect but application of an
analysis technique similar to that applied to the Nimbus-6 F.SMR data certainly removes the re-
mainder. These data all can be interpreted in terms of the geonnetric optics nuidrl but with much
less slope varianc° than the Cox and Munk 12 values.
The frac .* Ais of the Cox and Munk slope variance required to account for the Ilullinger15
,n.ita at 55 0 incidence angle are plotted in Vigure 6. The Hollinger data :ue consistent with these
roughness fractions for all view angles between 0 and 55°. The Nimbus-6 ESMV 1 ; result is also
shown in figure 6. These data form a picture consistent with t1  roughness required in Equations
(5) (shown as a solid line).
The primary available observations relevant to the effect of foam on surface emissivity are
from the Bering Sea Expedition (BESEX) 16 and from Cosmos 143. 17 These results, along with a
plot of aK/aW is given in Figure 7. The observations are difficuit but nevertheless show reasonable
self—consistency except possibly for the one BESEX point at 37GHz.
I IMITATIONS OF THE MODEL
IThere are two obvious limitations to this model, the lack of physical optics effects and the
simplistic treatment of foam. It' one calculates the nadir emissivity of the surface according to the
9
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present, geometric optics, model there is substantially no change m emissivity through the entire
0-7 m/s tt Intl sliced range. Blume. et al- l 's have publisher) the ob%er\ations in Figure K. I hose
observations at 2.65GIlz show a brightness temperature Increase with increasing wind speed (it'
.11`I + rrlximately 0.2 0 K/m/s which corresponds to all .Ipp.il'ellt elill"Nlt lty 1!Wl - Case UI 7 x 1 `--Is/nl.
Fven if one allots for the Finite antenna beamwidth 	 (20.50 ) and the nlcreasim! conliihution of
relleeted sky emission t.ith nitmasing wile) induced roughness, only about it 	 of Ihls effect
he accounted for. There was not sufficient data in the paper 18 to peinni detailed calculations
ill the retlected solar radiation. fhc numbers .ire of the right order of n+ag.nitu+le to account for
much of the observed el'fect.	 Ill 	 case. these observations suggest an upper lunii to the physical
optics contribution of about 5 x 10-Is;11l.
The trea(me-it ol' foam here as h.n-ing neither polarization properties nor any view ankle
dcpendence is clearly too simple. Willi;lnls IO has investigated t he properties of gelatin stabilized
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Figure 7. Frequency Dependence of the Extent to Which Wind Induced Foam Reduces
the Microwave Fmissivity of the Ocean Surface
bubble rafts under laboratory conditions. His results suggest that the increase of emissivity caused
by foam is caused by the distortion of the meniscus at the foam-water interface which provides a
gradual transition from the dielectric constant of air to that of water, His results with bubble
rafts on an aluminum surface suggest that m the hulk of the foam tlhc imaginary part of the index
of refrac"on is on the order of 1% that of water. His results farm the basis of a calculation of
foam emissivity to be used as a credibility check on our foam description. Specifically we assume
a 1 cm thick layer with a complex index of refraction.
nf'oam = Olwater - 0/ 100.	 (8)
when: nwater is the complex index of refraction of water, to represent the bulk of the foam and a
linear transition from n to,m, to nwater to represent the meniscus. The thickness of this linear
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transition (0.6crn) was adjusted to provide a reasonable fit to the value of f„ uses, i Equation (6).
The emissivity of this was calculated 20
 as a function of frequency and view angle. the foal" cover-
age efficiency, Er, was defined in terms of the horizontally polarize) emir, of thk! foam Ff a'"
and of smooth water F^^'ater
	
Iil =	 1 - I,water
	
_	 It	 It
E,foam - Iwater
(9)
Foam coverage ct ficiencies so calk • ulated are shown in figure 1) for view angles of 5 0 and S5°. The
foam coverage efficiency implied in Equation (6), 0 - c "O ), is shown for comparison. Except for
some structure which is an artifact of' the calculation, (reson ances
 
within the 1 cm foam layer) and
which certainly would not be observed in natural foam, the agreement is reasonable suggesting
that ignoring view angle effects in our descriptio...,t foam may not he too serious.
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I'he lack of lkilarization character in the loan) is more serious. It% ,,..tinting that foam merely
parlmll^ obscures the surface we are ;,.sumint that the horizontal and vertical reflectr.lties are re-
duced In the .Jnle 1 1 roportlon, i.e.
III
	 10, the vertical emissivity error made in this a.sumption is shown for view ankles
of 45° mid 55 0 . I he error is less for smaller angles and Vanishes ldc lll,ally for 00 . The resmiances
obser v ed in Figure l) are c.: ^cr•ed ill 	 10 and must he similarly discounted. Nevertheles.
errors of about 0.05 Ill IIn' %ertical emissivity would be expected for 100'; foam cover (wind .1ev.1
greater than 170m/s). I he : igl , of the error is such that the True emissivity ill
	 polarization
I-., minlew hat greater than I clua lion ( Ill) would sugscm.
,'')N('LUSIt ► N
A model has been I rc%entetl fm the microwave ellli.sivity of a wind roul:hened, foals covered
ocean. I he rou.11ness portion of the dc.cl ipllon is remarkably consistent with observation.: the
foam elfect^ .how solllewhal more .ratter. (he stn • nI h u( the foam rover effect at h.h and IU.
(i11l. are import.lnt parameter. in the interpretation of Nimbus-7 and Scasat SNINIR d:Ita, the
.Irength at hitcher Irekluencies lea. •o. In .onlpariug the spare observations with .ult'are nlcasure-
IIIellls of , telllpel.lture and w'llld .p,'ed. It Should be l'ossibl' to adjust the tkmm ellet' l It 111" .e two
1'recluencies in order to Dine-tune the retrieval algorithm.
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